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Allison Wilhite <allison.wilhite@lacity.org>

Fwd: Vigilante board members and bombing at bridge
Ira Koslow <president@venicenc.org> Wed, Jan 8, 2020 at 11:23 AM
To: Councilmember Bonin <Councilmember.Bonin@lacity.org>
Cc: Morgan Bostic <morgan.bostic@lacity.org>, allison.wilhite@lacity.org

Dear Mike,

I am forwarding this one email as a representative of the type of mail and publicity some of our Board members are
getting. The tone of your Facebook post as well as Matt Fisher's comment has placed a very unfair and possibly
dangerous spotlight on a few Board members. The police are still investigating the bomb scare and have not stated any
people of interest, although Matt Fisher has stated there is video evidence against specific people in a comment on your
post. 
I would hope that you and your office would clarify the issue. Is there video evidence, is there any evidence, or are you
going to stand by and let innocent people,whether they are your supporters or not, be found guilty by rumor and fear
mongering. .

Respectfully submitted,
 

Ira Koslow
President
Venice Neighborhood Council
www.venicenc.org

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: @gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Jan 8, 2020 at 6:51 AM
Subject: Vigilante board members and bombing at bridge
To: <board@venicenc.org>

https://la.streetsblog.org/2020/01/07/lapd-continues-to-investigate-bombs-left-at-future-bridge-housing-project-in-venice/

This article shows an update into the bridge home bomb scare and the community vigilantism by VNC members. 

There's two quotes from VNC members Chris Zonas on lupac is threatening people's lives and is a suspect as is Mark
Ryavec with his multiple violent comments. Christian Wrede is a major suspect and has been mass emailing the
community lying saying this incident was not serious trying to cover up his involvement no doubt.

In case you haven't noticed you have some violent criminals in board making you organized crime. All suspects on the
VNC: Alix, zonas, Wrede, Ryavec and Murez should be removed immediately as they will be prosecuted soon.
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